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ĐỀ THI IOE LỚP 3 CẤP TỈNH 

1. Garden. / My grandpa / is / the / in 

................................................................................................................ 

2. Is / in / countryside./ My house / the 

................................................................................................................ 

3. Do / have?/ brothers / you / How many 

................................................................................................................ 

4. How many ____ are there in the room? – There _______ one cupboard. 

A. Cupboard - is             C. Cupboards – are 

B. Cupboard – are          D. Cupboards – is 

5. What are you ____? – I’m writing a letter. 

6. Is / standing / a rock. / Chloe / on 

................................................................................................................ 

7. Draw and ________.  

8. Your / mother’s / What / name? / is 

................................................................................................................ 

9. My dad ____ mum are sixty-one. 

10. Wether/ like / What’s / in winter? / the 

...............................................................................................................        

11.                   TWE___E  

A. LV        B.L          C.LF            D.EV 

12. Choose the odd one out  

A. Tiger           B. goldfish        C. lion        D. zebra 

13. ___ do you go to school with ?- I go to school with my friend, Anna. 

14. Unscramble this word: tbibra →  ________ 

15. Unscramble this word: romrir  → _________ 

16. What is your mother doing in the kitchen? – She’s  ________.And my father is helping 

her. 
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17. My granmother ______ newspaper in the afternoon. 

A. Read      B. reads        C. is read      D.are read 

18. Old / is / kid? / How / Mrs. Ha’s 

................................................................................................................ 

19. A big bird is flying in the sky.What colour is it? – It’s _________.  

20. They / doing? / What / are 

................................................................................................................ 

21. Walk / I / to / school. 

................................................................................................................ 

22. What ____ Nam doing? – He’s playing the guitar. 

23. of / our house / are / white. / The fences 

................................................................................................................ 

24. dog / with / cats? / the / is the 

................................................................................................................ 

25. A / My / friend / is / pilot. 

................................................................................................................ 

26. The girl in the photo is _________. 

A. My uncle     B. My brother       C. My sister      D. My son 

27. Mr. Bean has a ______ teddy bear.  

28. The televison is ______ the cat and the dog. 

29. You have breakfast in ________. 

A. The morning                 C. The afternoon 

B. The evening                  D. The night 

30. Karen’s doll / next / flower pot./ is / to the 

................................................................................................................ 

31. I can see two _________ in the picture. 

A. Teddy bear                C. teddies bears 
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B. Teddys bear              D. teddy bears 

32. Mai’s family is ___ home. 

33. Which word the underlined part pronounced differently from the letter ‘I’ in “SHIP” 

A.Windy          B.Picture          C. Goldfish       D.Kite 

34. The oppsite of HERE is ______. 

35. EIGH___ 

A. TTY      B.TY         C.TI          D.TE 

36. That / behind / What / the / tree?/ is 

................................................................................................................ 

37. Is there _______ milk in the bottle? 

38. There are two boys _____ three girls in the music room. 

39. The pond is _____ small. 

40. cage? / your parrot / the / in /Is 

................................................................................................................ 

41. _____ is a doll over there. 

42. comics/ have?  / What / does / Marie 

................................................................................ 

43.                              PU__ING 

A. T        B.TT           C.TE          D.TI 

44. ____-It’s sunny in Hanoi today 

A. Is it sunny in Hanoi to day ? 

B. What the weather like in Hanoi today ? 

C. How’s the weather in Hanoi today? 

D. What does the weather like in Hanoi today? 

45. Quang and _____ friend are ten years old. 

A. He      B.his      C.him      D.I 

46. We go / the / to school / way / This is 

................................................................................................................ 

47. I have a rabbit.____ name is Bim. 

A.she       B.It        C.Her         D.Their 

48. Let’s / sun cream. / on / put 
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................................................................................................................ 

49. Do / puzzles / break time. / Let’s / at 

................................................................................................................ 

50. _____ cats are looking at me from above.( 3 con meo) 

51. Where _____ Phong? – In the yard. 

A.am        B.is         C.are       D.does 

52. The black cat ____ on the chair. 

53. How many giraffes _____ in the photo?- There are 4. 

A. There is       B.is there        C.are there        D. are their 

54. Choose the odd one out : 

A. In       B. Above        C. Next       D. Near 

55. A kite / in / There / the tree. / is 

................................................................................................................ 

56. Which word has the underlined part pronounced differently from the letter ‘AW’ in “ 

DRAW” 

A. North        B.Clock       C. Stormy       D.Morning 

57. ______ Giang like bread and butter? – Yes, She loves breas and butter very much. 

58. Look ! There is a _____ on the tree.  

59. Doing / your / is / What / father 

................................................................................................................ 

60. Choose the incorrect word(s) in the following sentence: What pets does Tom likes? – He 

likes parrots. 

A. Pets     B. Does     C. likes       D. He likes 

61. My friend Ngoc and I ___ in the playground at break time. 

A. Are skateing      B.skate       C. Skating       D. Skates 

62. Kien Giang is in ______ Vietnam. 

63. Doll / your / is / Where 

................................................................................................................ 
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64. Listen! The bayby is _______.- It’s ok. His dady’s with him.  

65. Alot/ Tuan / of / has / pets. 

................................................................................................................ 

66. The zoo has a ______ of animals. 

67. How many ________ are there above the bed? – There are three dolls.  

68. There / any / aren’t /cats. / No,/aren’t 

................................................................................................................ 

69. Reading a newspaper / His father / in the / is /living room. 

............................................................................................................... 

70. is he / his /room ?/ in / Where is / Thomas?  

................................................................................................................ 

71. The opposite of  THAT is _____. 

72. Your / This / new / is computer. 

................................................................................................................ 

73. Choose the odd one out: 

A. Map       B. poster       C. Photo       D. Door 

74. ____ you have any sisters ? – Yes, I have a younger sister. 

75. She’s making a _______.  

A. Paper flower      B. Paper boat    C. Paper robot    D. Paper plane 

76. Are there ______ desks in your bedroom? 

A. A       B. one      C. some       D. any 

77. Your/ shoes? / new / are / Where 

................................................................................................................ 

78. Interesting. / is /The / story 

................................................................................................................ 

79. Teacher / your / twenty-five?/ is 

................................................................................................................ 

80. Merida _______ long curly red hair. 
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A. Have      B. haves       C. has       D.is have 

81. Is / of / Chi’s parrot?/ the name / What 

............................................................................................................... 

82. Where’s Oscar? – He’s sleeping in his _______.  

83. Where can you cook dinner ? – In the __________. 

84. Ngan / a / hae / rubber? / Does 

................................................................................................................ 

85. Cinderella is ________ away from the oarty. 

A. Run      B. running    C. runs      D. runing 

86. Choose the odd one out : 

A. Their          B. you        C. our      D. her 

87. The tallboy / my / classmate./ new / is 

................................................................................................................ 

88. Keep / your car?/ Where / you / do 

............................................................................................................... 

89. My books are _____ the bookshelf. 

90. Choose the incorrect word(s) in the following sentence: Tien Giang is in central Vietnam. 

It’s very far from Hanoi. 

A. Is      B. central      C. very         D.from 

91. Does your father ______ a car to work ? 

A. Go       B. make       C. drive        D. run 

92. Who’s he ? – He’s my _____. 

A. Mother       B. Brother       C. Sister         D. aunt 

93. What  / you / do / toys / have?  

................................................................................................................... 

94. The ______ on the farm say moo-moo.  

95. _____ toys do you have ? – I have many dolls. 

A. How  many   B. where       C. Who       D. What 
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96. Would you ______ some biscuits ? – Yes, please. 

97. These / are / bottles / red. 

................................................................................................................ 

98. Which word has the underlined part pronounced like the letter ‘TH’ in “BATHROOM”? 

A. There          B.those       C.father        D.south 

99. The opposite of  ON is ______. 

100. Hide-and-seek / at the / play / Do your classmates / gym ? 

............................................................................................................... 

101. Are those cloud _? – Yes, they are. 

102. Can you see a black cat behind the  __?- Yes, I can.  

103. My / you / see / kite? / Can 

................................................................................................................ 

104. M___ I take the cup ? – Yes, you can.  

105. What ____ the weather like in Hue ? 

106. Does / Billy / like / a BBQ party?/ to have 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

107. The apple is ____ the box.( ảnh o tren) 

A .behind     B.on      C.above      D.in front of 

108. I ____ my homework in the evening. 

109. We like listening ___ music. 

110. Phuong ___skipping with her friends now. 

111. There are many toys in the ______. 

A.toy car      B.cage       C.fish tank        D.toy box 

112. You/ with / play / Can / a yo-yo? 

................................................................................................................... 

113. My family ___ in Thai Nguyen Province. 

114. The apple is ______ the box.  
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A. On      B.under        C.above         D.next to 

115. Do you play hide-and-_____ at break time ? 

116. Which word has the underlined part pronounced like the letter ‘A’ in “FAN”? 

A. Plane      B.Parrot      C.above       D.party 

117. Choose the incorrect word(s) in the following sentence: How many plane is there 

on your shelf ? – There is one. 

A. Many       B. plane is      C.on        D.is 

118. Are those your robots ? 

A. Yes, they are.    B.Yes, it is.      C.Yes, are those.     D.Yes, I do. 

119. It’s brown. /dog / isn’t / yellow / My 

.................................................................................................................. 

120. What is Hoa ______? – She’s reading a book. 

A. Do       B. doing      C. does        D. to do 

121. Talk __ your classmates about your family. 

122. My doll wears a beautiful _____dress.( váy hồng) 

123. What’s the weather ______ in Quy Nhon? 

A. Nice       B. nine       C. like       D. light 

124. Far/ Hanoi / is / Ho Chi Minh city./ from 

..................................................................................................................... 

125. Don’t sit in the living room all day. Let’s __ outside and play some game. 

126. The little boy is crying. He is _____. 

A.happy      B.quiet        C.sad          D.fine 

127. _____-Yes, my brother is a doctor. 

A.who is your mother?                C. who is that doctor? 

B. what does your mother do?     D.is your mother a doctor? 

128. What / name ?/ is / your / family 

.................................................................................................................. 

129. Which word has the underlined part pronounced like the letter ‘S’ in 

“PARROTS”? 

A. Gates          B.Ships         C.Questions       D.trucks 

130. P_____ come here. 
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131. Choose the odd  one out: 

A. Dancing      B.riding        C.talking       D. cooking 

132. What room is this ?( hinh phong ngu) 

A. it’s a living room.               C. it’s a bedroom. 

B. it’s a bathroom.                  D. it’s a kitchen. 

133. Doing/ Riley / is / puzzles. 

.......................................................................................................................... 

134. You / Are / now? /Ok 

......................................................................................................................... 

135. My sister is in the park ____ her friends. 

136. Club? / is/ the/ Where / English 

137. ______-My books are in the bag. 

A. Where is your book?          C. Where are your books? 

B. Where are my books?        D.Are your books in the bag? 

138.             BE__OOM  

A.DA       B.TA        C.TR          D.DR 

139. _____ they like watching TV? 

A.Are      B.Do       C.Does        D.What 

140. Do you like eating cakes? - ____, I do.I like cakes very much. 

141. And / I have / ruler./eraser / an / a short 

.......................................................................................................................... 

142. I have ____ toy plane in my toy box. 

143. Unscrable this word : narged → _______ 

144. _____ colour is your school bag ? 

145. What / under / these / your coat?/are 

.......................................................................................................................... 

146. Lisa is wearing a new ____.  

147. It is suny today ? – No, it isn’t. It’s _____   
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A.sunny       B.rainy       C.windy       D.cloudy 

148. In my / There is / photo / a small / wallet. 

......................................................................................................................... 

149. ____ are your father and your mother ? – They are in the garden. 

150. Where are your book ? – They are ____ the shelf.  

A.in       B.on         C.under         D.above 

151. Do you like skating ? - _____ 

A.Yes, I very like skating.                   C.Yes, I like skating very much. 

B.Yes, I don’t like skating at all.         D. Aand B are correct 

152. Very / beautiful. / is / Snow White 

.................................................................................................................. 

153. Which word has the underlined part pronounced different the letter ‘O’ in “ 

WARDROBE”? 

A. Goldfish     B. Snowy      C. Window       D. How 

154. Choose the incorrect word(s) in the following sentence: Do Mr. Minh walk to 

school every morning ? 

A. Do      B. Walk      C. School       D. Every morning  

155. Any / the room? / in /  Are there / wardrobes 

........................................................................................................................... 

156. England is far ______ Vietnam. 

157. ____- No, there are two erasers in the box. 

A. Does the box have an eraser ?           C. Do you have two erasers ? 

B. Are there two erasers in the box?      D. Is there a box and two erasers ? 

158. I have a ______. Let’s play football.  

159. Old/ How / his / is / brother ? 

........................................................................................................................... 

160. What pets do you have? – I have two goldfish. They are in ______. 
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A. A cage       B. a fish tank      C. a dish        D. a desk 

161. Is / girl?/ that / How old / little 

......................................................................................................................... 

162. Miss / Good / afternoon, / Hoa. 

........................................................................................................................ 

163. Which word has the underlined part pronounced like the letter ‘E’ in 

“EVENING”?  

A. Garden        B. these       C. grandmother        D. bedroom 

164. _____ you tired ? – No, I’m not. 

165. A / big / Mr. McDonald / has / farm. 

......................................................................................................................... 

166. The ceiling./ There / under / a lamp / is 

........................................................................................................................... 

167. Is / Thong Nhat park / nice / a / place. 

........................................................................................................................... 

168. Choose the incorrect word(s) in the following sentence: He is playing puzzles 

with his brother on the living room. 

A. Playing       B. with     C. on         D. the 

169. choose the word has different part pronouced different: 

A. Pupil  B.Music C.July   D.student 

170. Tomorrow/ the seventh/ is/ of/ December. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

171. What __ does your sister have today She has Maths and Art. 

172. A/subjects B.grades C.classes  D.thing 

173. This is the way Mai go__ to school every day. 

174. Monday./ after/ Tuesday/ comes 

…………………………………………………………… 

175. What’s the ___ today?- It’s the first day of December. 
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A.day           B.date        C.year      D.month 

176.it’s too/ I can’t wear/ because/ my her dress/ long. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

177.Are Mai and lan talking ____ animals in the world? Yes, they are. 

A.about        B.to   C.with      D.on 

178.Let’s go to school by bus. – Good id_a. 

179.The boy studies__ on Thursday.( hinh mon Toan) 

A. Maths      B. English     C.Art      D. Music 

180.B___hing my hair. 

181.___ is her school? Her school is in Hai Ba Trung Street. 

A. What     B. Where       C.When         D.How 

182.My little sister likes p____ing with her toys and teddy bear. 

183.This/ Anna.She’s / Australian./is 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

184.There ___ four pens on the desk. 

 

 

 

 

ĐÁP ÁN  

1. =>My grandpa is in the garden. 
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2. =>My house is in the countryside. 

3. => How many brothers do you have? 

4. C 

5. What are you doing? – I’m writing a letter. 

6. =>Chloe is standingon a rock. 

7. Draw and colour.  

8. =>What your mother’s name? 

9. My dad and mum are sixty-one. 

10. =>What’s the weather like in winter? 

11.  A 

12.  B 

13.  Who do you go to school with ?- I go to school with my friend, Anna. 

14. Unscramble this word:    tbibra → rabbit 

15. Unscramble this word: romrir  →mirror 

16. What is your mother doing in the kitchen? – She’s cooking .And my father is helping 

her. 

17.  B 

18. How old is Mrs Ha’s kid? 

19.  A big bird is flying in the sky.What colour is it? – It’s brown. 

20.  => What are they doing? 

21. =>I walk to school. 

22. What is Nam doing? – He’s playing the guitar. 

23. =>The fences of our house are white. 

24. =>Is the dog with the cats? 

25. =>My friend is a pilot. 

26.  C 

27.  Mr. Bean has a pink teddy bear. 

28.  The televison is between the cat and the dog. 

29.  A 

30. =>Karen’s doll is next to te flower pot. 

31.  D 
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32.  Mai’s family is at home. 

33.  D 

34.  The oppsite of HERE is THERE. 

35.  B 

36. =>What is behind that the tree? 

37. Is there any milk in the bottle? 

38. There are two boys and three girls in the music room. 

39. The pond is very small. 

40. =>Is your parrot in thhe case? 

41.  There is a doll over there. 

42. =>What comics does Marie have? 

43.  B 

44.  C 

45.  B 

46. =>This is the way we go to school. 

47.  C 

48. =>Let’s put on sun cream.  

49.  Let’s do puzzles at break times. 

50.  Three cats are looking at me from above. 

51.  B 

52.  The black cat is on the chair.  

53.  C 

54.  A 

55.  =>There is a kite in the tree. 

56.  B 

57. Does Giang like bread and butter? – Yes, She loves breas and butter very much. 

58.  Look ! There is a house on the tree. 

59.  =>What is your father doing? 

60.  C 

61.  B 

62.  Kien Giang is in southVietnam. 
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63.  =>Where is your doll? 

64. Listen! The bayby is crying.- It’s ok.His dady’s with him. 

65.  =>Tuan has a lot of pets. 

66.  The zoo has a lot of animals. 

67.  How many dolls are there above the bed? – There are three dolls. 

68. =>No, there aren’t. There aren’t any cats. 

69. =>His father is reading a newspaper in the living room. 

70. =>Where is Thomas? He is in his room. 

71. The opposite of  THAT is THIS. 

72. =>This is your new computer. 

73.  D 

74.  Do you have any sisters ? – Yes, I have a younger sister. 

75.  D 

76.  D 

77. =>Where are your new shoes? 

78. =>The story is intertesting. 

79. =>Is your teacher twenty-five? 

80.  C 

81. =>What is the name of Chi’s parrot. 

82.  Where’s Oscar? – He’s sleeping in his bedroom. 

83.  Where can you cook dinner ? – In the kitchen. 

84.  =>Does Ngan have a rubber 

85. B 

86. B  

87.  =>The tallboy is my new classmate. 

88.  =>Where do you keep your car? 

89.  My books are on the bookshelf. 

90.  B 

91.  C 

92.  B 

93.  =>What toys do you like? 
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94. The cow on the farm say moo-moo. 

95.  A 

96.  Would you like some biscuits ? – Yes, please. 

97.  =>These bottles are red. 

98.  D  

99. The opposite of  ON is UNDER. 

100. =>Do your classmates play hide and seek at the gym? 

101. Are those clouds? – Yes, they are. 

102. Can you see a black cat behind the  TV?- Yes, I can. 

103. =>Can you see my kite? 

104. May I take the cup ? – Yes, you can.  

105. What is the weather like in Hue ?  

106. =>Does Billy like to have a BBQ party? 

107. B 

108. I do my homework in the evening. 

109. We like listening to music. 

110. Phuong is skipping with her friends now. 

111. D 

112. =>Can you play with a yo-yo ? 

113. My family is in Thai Nguyen Province. 

114. A 

115. Do you play hide-and-seek at break time ? 

116. B 

117. B 

118. A 

119. =>My dog isn’t yellow.It’s brown. 

120. B 

121. Talk to your classmates about your family. 

122. My doll wears a beautiful pink dress.  

123. C 

124. =>Ha Noi is far from Ho Chi Minh city. 
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125. Don’t sit in the living room all day. Let’s go outside and play some game. 

126. C 

127. C. 

128. =>What is your family name? 

129. B 

130. Please come here. 

131. C 

132. What room is this ? 

133. C 

134. =>Riley is doing puzzles. 

135. =>Are you ok now? 

136. My sister is in the park with her friends. 

137. => Where is the English Club? 

138. C 

139. D 

140. B 

141. Do you like eating cakes? - Yes, I do.I like cakes very much. 

142. =>I have a short ruler and an eraser. 

143. I have not toy plane in my toy box. 

144. Unscrable this word : narged → ranged 

145. What colour is your school bag ? 

146. =>What are these under your coat? 

147. Lisa is wearing a new bag.  

148. D 

149. =>There is a small photo in my wallet. 

150. Where are your father and your mother ? – They are in the garden. 

151. B 

152. C 

153. =>Snow White is very beautiful. 

154. D 

155. A 
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156. =>Are there any wardrobes in the room? 

157. England is far from Vietnam. 

158. D 

159. I have a ball. Let’s play football. 

160. =>How old is your brother? 

161. B 

162. => How old is that littie girl? 

163. =>Miss / Good / afternoon, / Hoa. 

164. C 

165. Are you tired ? – No, I’m not. 

166. =>A big Mr. McDonald has a farm. 

167. =>There is a lamp under the ceiling. 

168. => Is Thong Nhat Park a nice place? 

169. C 

170. C 

171. =>Tomorrow is the seventh of December. 

172. A 

173. This is the way Mai goes to school every day. 

174.  =>Tuesday comes after Monday. 

175. B    

176. =>I can’t wear my her dress because it’s too long. 

177. A 

178. Let’s go to school by bus. – Good idea. 

179. A 

180. Brushing my hair. 

181. B 

182. My little sister likes playing with her toys and teddy bear. 

183. This is Anna. She’s from Australia. 

184. There are four pens on the desk. 
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